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The eTravel market is a hot topic when it comes to digitalization and 
disruptive changes within traditional industries. eTravel services allow 
customers to choose their travel experience from a wide range of deals 
and different providers. While online travel agencies (OTAs) have already 
been affecting the traditional offline market in the past, new 
competitors, such as Airbnb, Uber or Car2go, who focus only on one 
service, are now challenging OTAs with their sharing platforms .

With this report, we provide a comprehensive overview of the state of 
the eTravel market as it is today, as well as forecasts, including detailed 
information on 9 different market segments in the areas of Online Travel 
Bookings and Online Mobility Services. Besides all relevant market 
figures such as total and average revenues, and user numbers for the 
years from 2018 to 2023, we also provide insights into current trends, 
point out key players and give important background information about 
the eTravel market.

In comparison to the prior eTravel Outlook Report, we have also added 
new content. We now show user demographics, selected key market 
drivers, as well as new company profiles and deep dive topics. 
Furthermore, besides our known focus regions U.S., China and Europe, 
we now also provide detailed figures on the top 5 EU countries to 
enable more insights into the market. Additionally, the Ride Hailing 
segment now includes all vehicles, instead of automobiles only, while 
long-distance ride sharing is no longer included.

Introduction

The Digital Market Outlook provides all insights for a 
deep understanding of the eTravel market

Geeske Nöldeke graduated in Business Administration and 
Sustainability with a focus on international markets and sharing 
economy. She gained a comprehensive understanding of market 
structures in the sharing economy and consumer decisions. At Statista 
she works on projects related to the digital economy.

Geeske Nöldeke

Analyst Digital Markets

Geeske.Noeldeke@statista.com
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Online Travel Booking

Package Holiday

Hotels

Vacation Rentals

Overview: segments

Online Mobility Services

Flights

Ride Hailing

Trains & Buses

Car Rentals

The eTravel Market is divided into 2 segments and 7 
sub-segments

Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Summary

Increasing internet penetration inevitably leads to the growth of digital 
services. This development has also reached the travel market. Online 
travel agencies offer a wide range of holiday products, from flight or bus 
tickets to package holidays or vacation rentals. But apart from OTAs, 
sharing platforms emerge, offering private apartments, cars or rides to 
other participants. While this increases the possibilities of traveling in 
established markets, more and more consumers in developing countries 
can afford to travel internationally as well and thereby increase the total 
number of tourists traveling the world. 

The eTravel market comprises all online transactions and purchases that 
are handled via online payment or online check-out. 

With revenues of US$217.1 billion in 2018, the United States takes a 
leading role within the eTravel market. Key players are Expedia, the 
Priceline Group or Airbnb.

User penetration and growth in Europe1 are slower. Concerns about 
private data abuse, regulations and laws inhibit growth in some 
European countries, leading to a slightly lower revenue of US$200.5 bn.

The market in China is the smallest of the three regions with revenues of 
US$156.6 bn in 2018. However, China is also the fastest-growing market 
and we expect it to overtake Europe in some segments by 2023.

Overview: summary and key takeaways

Key takeaways

▪ Online Mobility Services

− Online Mobility Services provide convenience, a wide range of deals 
and a quick and easy comparison of prices as primary benefits

− This segment has a global1 market size of US$411.2 billion in 2018 
and a CAGR2 of about 7.6 % through 2023 

− Within this segment, the category Flights generates the majority of 
revenue with a share of about 69%

− The fastest-growing category is Ride Hailing with an average annual 
growth rate of about 15.0%

▪ Online Travel Booking

− Online Travel Bookings provide convenience, a wide range of deals 
and a quick and easy comparison of prices as primary benefits

− This segment has a global1 market size of US$345.6 billion in 2018 
and an average annual growth rate of about 6.4% through 2023

− Within the Online Travel Booking segment, the category Package 
Holidays generates the majority of revenue with a share of 44%

− All categories are growing at about the same pace (CAGR2 7% - 8%)

1: Selected region only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook; 2: CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate/ average growth rate per 
year
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

The U.S. is the largest global eTravel market across all 
segments in 2018

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Global1 eTravel revenue forecast in billion US$

Estimated market development (1/2)

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook 2: CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate / average growth rate per year
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

The global1 eTravel revenue is expected to grow to 
US$1,064.3 billion by 2023

2018 2021

345.6

454.6411.2

2019

1,064.3

375.8

495.6

430.8
404.6

2020

532.6 564.7

453.4

2022

592.0

472.2

963.4

2023

756.8

830.4

900.3

1,018.1+7.1%2

Online Mobility Services Online Travel Booking

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Total eTravel revenue forecast in billion US$

Estimated market development (2/2)

1: CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate / average growth rate per year 2: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Out of the major regions, China shows the strongest 
growth

260.9

2018 2023

156.6

+10.7%1

2018

266.6

2023

217.1

+4.2%1

2018 2023

200.5

265.9
+5.8%1

2018 2023

182.5

270.8
+8.2%1

United States ChinaROW2Europe2

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Statutory minimum paid leave and public holidays in selected countries in 2016

Overview: number of holidays

1: Public holidays in Germany are regulated at state level and vary between 9 and 13 days, 2: paid vacation days are based on the years of 
employment
Source: OECD, chinalawblog.com

British employees get the most paid vacation with 37 
days, while U.S. workers only have ten
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Representative eTravel key players by type and segment1

Key player landscape

1: Key player overview does not represent the entire market landscape, 2: Companies founded in ≥2008
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

The eTravel market experienced major shifts because
of start-ups such as Airbnb or Uber

Online Travel Booking Online Mobility Services

Start-ups2

Established players

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Artificial intelligence personalizes the customer’s 
travel experience
Trend analysis (1/3)

Virtual reality (VR)

VR technologies will be incorporated into travel portals. Travel companies will encourage customers to try the 
travel experience via VR before booking their trip. VR can help travelers throughout the entire booking 
process: from choosing a travel destination and selecting a hotel to booking a flight.

Hotels (e.g. Marriott) use virtual reality tours of their facilities to encourage travelers to book rooms, spa 
treatments, and event spaces. These tours allow travelers to explore hotel accommodation, including suites, 
fitness facilities, bars, and other hotel highlights to get an idea of the hotel. Airlines (e.g. Virgin Atlantic) use 
virtual reality to highlight their first-class amenities. The virtual reality experiences showcase check-in 
processes, first-class lounges or first-class cabins in order to encourage people to add amenities to their 
flights.

Artificial intelligence (AI)

We expect eTravel booking websites and apps to implement artificial intelligence (AI) technologies in order to 
aid customers before, during and after the booking process, for example via chatbots and virtual assistants. 
Chatbots can provide automated customer service on a travel website or operate through a messaging 
platform to converse with travelers and assist with the booking. Users tell the bot about their travel plans, the 
bot asks questions and eventually presents five suitable hotel options. At the same time, AI can present travel 
suggestions based on previous travel decisions, thus making it easier for customers to find a fitting travel 
package. Also, Hipmunk has launched a virtual travel agent called Hello Hipmunk, which is available on 
Facebook and Slack. It has two features: with Hello Email, users can send email enquiries about flights or 
hotels; with Hello Calendar, the user’s calendars will be searched and users then receive flight, hotel, and 
rental car options.

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Customers can get inspired on social media or look at 
destinations with virtual reality
Trend analysis (2/3)

Social media inspiration

Social media channels are gaining more importance along the whole travel process. Social media users are 
inspired by seeing possible destinations on social media or they actively research recommendations online. 
While on vacation, many people post pictures and share their experiences with their peers through social 
media apps or review sites, thereby creating authentic peer-to-peer content, which is used by others for 
further inspiration. The influence of content presented by friends and family online on the actual travel 
decisions is especially strong with millennials, 89% of whom say that they plan their vacations based on 
previously seen pictures posted by their peers, and 97% share photos or videos while traveling.

However, there are downsides to this phenomenon: small places are suddenly overcrowded with tourists who 
have seen pictures online and decided to visit as well, leaving municipalities and residents overwhelmed.

Personalized travel

Many customers feel overwhelmed by the sheer amount of travel destinations and packages to choose from. 
Travel companies are able to counteract this situation by analyzing the customers’ previous journeys and 
overall travel behavior and presenting personalized travel recommendations that meet the customers’ needs. 
While segmentation is already existent in the travel industry, personalization is the next step to stay close to 
customers and motivate them to stay with the company.

While previous travel data remains important, online behavior is also gaining relevance, since customers are 
inspired online and almost create virtual bucket lists of travel destinations. If companies are able to 
understand these virtual bucket lists, they can offer individualized travel packages and contact customers in a 
personalized way and thereby increase the understanding of and with their customers.

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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The vision of self-driving car technologies is a future in 
which fewer people own cars and more hitch a ride
Trend analysis (3/3)

Autonomous vehicles

General Motors, Ford, Volvo, Tesla and other automakers are currently developing driverless cars. Uber is 
partnering with Volvo to work on driverless car development and acquired Otto, a driverless truck technology 
company. Many companies are making great progress and are already testing self-driving fleets, which are, 
however, still supervised by humans in the driver's seat. 

Ride Sharing is at the forefront of autonomous vehicles use and likely the most lucrative application of self-
driving cars. The idea is that in the long run prices will fall significantly so that the cost of travel per mile (even 
for long trips in rural areas) will be lower in a driverless car than in a private car. Self-driving cars are also 
expected to increase road safety, reduce traffic accidents, free up space in cities (car parks etc.) and to cut 
congestion. 

Ecotourism and voluntourism

The trend of sustainable and purposeful travel belongs into the ‘experience economy’ and ranges from wildlife 
conservation programs to wellness retreats, sustainable lodging or community engagement. The goal is to 
combine a unique travel experience with benefits for the communities or landscapes visited, and to remedy 
the often negative side effects of traveling, such as CO2 emissions and the disturbance of landscapes or 
sightseeing spots by overcrowding. Customers that choose purposeful travel want ‘more’ from their holiday 
trip than relaxation and companies that offer sustainable and purposeful travel advertise those as 
‘spontaneous’, ‘authentic‘, ‘unforgettable experiences’ or ‘travel that has an impact’. 

Although voluntourism und ecotourism only represent a small part of the global travel industry so far, they are 
a growing segment and will become more important in the future.

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Key market indicators: digital infrastructure overview 

A sufficient digital infrastructure is the necessary basis 
for developing digital markets

Average internet connection speed in kbit/s. With rising connection speed, more 
sophisticated services and functions become available. 

Percentage of total population using a smartphone on a monthly basis. With rising 
smartphone usage, customers increasingly book trips, hotels and mobility services via 
mobile channels. 

Percentage of total population using the internet on a monthly basis. Increasing internet 
penetration builds the base for in-vehicle connectivity.

INTERNET
PENETRATION

BROADBAND
SUBSCRIPTIONS

CONNECTION
SPEED

SMARTPHONE
PENETRATION

Access to broadband internet is crucial for establishing digital services. Only an always-
on mentality and a high amount of data traffic leads to consumers integrating digital 
services in their everyday lives. 

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

57.9%

19.4
per 100 capita

10,788
kbit/s

Global1 Ø 2018

44.9%

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Internet penetration in 2018

Key market indicators: internet penetration

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Internet penetration is especially high in the U.S. and 
some European countries, but China is catching up

83.8%
81.9% 81.3%

73.9%

82.7%

67.3% 66.2%

Ø 71.9%
Europe1

Ø 57.9%
Global1

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Global1 fixed broadband subscriptions and average connection speed

Key market indicators: fixed broadband subscriptions and average connection speed

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

From a global perspective, broadband subscriptions 
and connection speed are continuously rising

25.111,410

2018

10,788

2019

11,987

19.4

13,140

2020

12,552

2021 2022

13,784

2023

20.9
22.3

23.7

26.4

Fixed broadband subscription per 100 capita Average connection speed in kbits/s

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Smartphone penetration in 2018

Key market indicators: smartphone penetration

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Only around half of the Chinese population owns a 
smartphone

63.2%

69.1%
71.5%

73.1% 72.5%

65.6%

50.4%

Ø 63.5%
Europe1

Ø 44.9%
Global1

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Key market indicators: socioeconomic overview

Various further factors influence the eTravel market

The number of passenger cars in relation to total population. Countries with a high or 
strongly developing motorization standard are focus markets for car manufactures.

International tourism expenditures are expenditures of international outbound visitors in 
other countries, including payments to foreign carriers for international transport. 
Knowing the expenditure per capita gives necessary insights into travel and spending 
behavior.

Average consumer spending per capita of private households in US$. Knowing the 
expenditure per capita gives necessary insights into price developments and the average 
willingness to pay.  

CONSUMER 
SPENDING

POPULATION

CARS

TOURISM 
EXPENDITURE 
/CAPITA

Number of individuals (all ages). The number of individuals living in a country is a key 
indicator for the market size.

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

8,087
per capita in 

US$

5,137
in million

180
per 1000 capita

Global1 Ø 2018

252
per capita in 

US$

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Gross domestic product per capita in 2018 in US$

Key market indicators: gross domestic product

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

GDP per capita is by far the highest in the U.S., 
followed by Germany

38,254

62,002

42,196

38,087

30,260
27,551

9,147

Ø 14,404
Global1

Ø 28,550
Europe1

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Consumer spending per capita in 2018 in US$

Key market indicators: consumer spending

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Per-head consumption expenditure in the U.S. is 
more than 13 times higher than in China

20,065

15,985

21,637

40,279

26,652

18,916

2,995

Ø 8,087
Global1

Ø 15,601
Europe1

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Population in 2018 in million

Key market indicators: population

Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

China has by far the largest population, making it 
potentially the biggest eTravel market worldwide

328

83 67 66 60 46

1,388

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Urban population share in 2018

Key market indicators: urban population

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

75% of the European and almost 60% of the global 
population lives in urban areas

80.2%
83.3%

69.4%

82.1%
80.3%

75.9%

59.3%

Ø 75.0%
Europe1

Ø 59.2%
Global1

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Passenger cars per capita and traveled distances by car in 2018

Key market indicators: mobility 

Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

While Italy has the highest amount of passenger cars 
per capita, the U.S. leads in kilometers driven

122.3

480.7

130.6126.6
106.6

522.4

84.4

569.1

6.8

172.8

620.8

482.5

376.3

132.2

Passenger cars per 1,000 capita Traveled distance by car per passenger in 100 km

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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The Online Mobility Services segment includes 

the categories Flights, Trains & Buses, Car 

Rental and Ride Hailing. These services help 

save time and offer convenience as well as an 

easy and quick comparison of prices.

In this chapter, the current market size and 

development of Online Mobility Services will 

be discussed. Also, Uber and other Ride 

Hailing start-ups will be presented.
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Flights

• Air travel booked over the 
internet

• Booked directly from an 
airline’s website or through an 
online travel agency (OTA)

• Prerequisite is an online 
checkout process

Overview: market scope

Car Rentals

• Vehicle rentals for private use 
that are booked via the 
Internet or an app

• Services such as SIXT, Hertz, 
and Budget

• Prerequisite is an online 
checkout process

Trains & Buses

• Tickets for long-distance 
travel or cross-regional travel 
by train or bus

• Time-limited subscription-
based travel

• Prerequisite is an online 
checkout process

Ride Hailing

• Platforms that let users book 
rides offered by drivers using 
their private passenger cars 
(e.g. Uber)

• Taxi rides booked through an 
app (e.g. myTaxi)

Source: , Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Market focus on Online Mobility Services

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Customer benefit

The main reasons for booking mobility services online are that it is both 
convenient and time-saving for the customers, as they do not need to 
visit a travel agency’s office and can book services at any time and 
irrespective of opening hours. In addition, they can book straight away 
and receive a confirmation instantly. Furthermore, some websites and 
apps (like Uber) store credit card details, enabling an effortless booking 
and payment process. Booking via smartphones is gaining more traction 
in the market, as smartphone penetration rises and customers get more 
used to paying online and mobile.

Another benefit of booking mobility services online is the quick and easy 
comparison of prices. Users can see prices for specific periods and book 
their tickets (e.g. during off-peak times). In addition, booking fares online 
(e.g. train tickets) might reduce the price as online tickets are cheaper 
than those booked offline due to reduced labor costs, among other 
things. Hence, customers can make sure to get the best deal regarding 
their individual needs.

Another major advantage of booking mobility services online is the 
opportunity to make more informed choices. This does not just apply to 
prices, but also to user reviews. Ride Hailing services like Uber let users 
review drivers, and customers can then pick a driver who they feel 
comfortable and safe with.

Overview: customer benefit and market development

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook 2: CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate / average growth rate per year
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Booking Mobility Services online allows for an 
effortless and quick booking process

Market size and future development

The global revenue1 within the Online Mobility Services segment 
amounts to US$411.2 billion in 2018. Most of the revenue is generated 
by the Flights segment with a share of about 70%.

When comparing figures globally, it can be noted that the majority of the 
revenue is generated in the United States (US$123.5 billion in 2018), 
followed by Europe1 with a revenue of US$108.2 billion in 2018. Revenue 
in China is the smallest in this comparison with US$77.3 billion in 2018. 
Within Europe, the United Kingdom is the leading country with a revenue 
of US$24.0 billion in 2018.

As internet and smartphone penetration is already very high in the U.S., 
we expect the U.S. to have the lowest growth with an annual growth rate 
of 4.3% (‘18-’23), resulting in a total market volume of US$148.0 billion in 
2023. Europe has an average annual growth rate of 6.4% and will have 
reached a market volume of US$147.6 billion in 2023. 

The fastest-growing region is China with a 11.3% CAGR2 through 2023, 
resulting in a market volume of US$131.8 billion in 2023. This fast 
growth is caused by an ongoing Chinese internet penetration growth 
period, thus increasing the number of potential customers and 
increasing purchasing power, especially in urban areas.

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Assumptions 

Our forecasts include the service categories Flights, Car Rentals, Trains & 
Buses and Ride Hailing. Short-term car sharing services, traditional taxi 
services and public transport are not considered in our forecast. 

While the European and American market are mostly saturated, there is 
still untapped potential in the Latin American and Asian markets. With 
growing internet and smartphone penetration in these regions, the 
Online Mobility Services market will see substantial growth in the next 
years. 

The development of autonomous vehicles will most likely have a major 
impact on the Online Mobility Services industry. Ride Hailing services 
and bus travel will be significantly influenced by driverless cars. 
However, it cannot be predicted when self-driving cars will hit the roads 
and when testing and developing will be completed. Therefore, any 
effects autonomous vehicles might have on the Online Mobility Services 
industry are not included in our forecasts.

Negative impacts on the Online Mobility Services market might come 
from legal restrictions such as the banishment of Uber from Germany or 
other travel regulations. Also, political decisions such as the Brexit can 
influence the travel market. Additionally, terrorist attacks can 
significantly influence the travel behavior of consumers and the appeal 
of certain destinations. However, these uncertain and unforeseeable 
events cannot be incorporated into the model. 

Overview: assumptions and trends

Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Autonomous vehicles have the potential to 
significantly impact Online Mobility Services

Trends

The U.S. Mobility market can be considered one of the pioneers in the 
ride hailing segment and it still shows a growing user base. Compared to 
this, the flight segment is rather saturated and growing only slowly. In 
comparison to other countries, the Trains & Buses segment is rather 
small, which is most likely due to the large size of the U.S. and a stronger 
usage of flights to cover long distances. The market for Online Mobility 
Services is expected to grow steadily, with Ride Hailing growing the 
fastest. 

The Online Mobility Services market in China is growing strongly 
throughout all segments. However, the fastest growing segment is by far 
the Ride Hailing market because of the small number of private 
passenger cars and strong urbanization in cities. With an increasing 
interest in travel in general and also in international travel, the Chinese 
Flights market is also growing significantly. 

The European Online Mobility Services market is dominated by a strong 
flight segment, followed by a strong train and bus segment. Compared 
to the U.S. and China, the ride hailing market is rather small, which is 
due to legal regulations and a high prevalence of private cars. However, 
the Ride Hailing segment shows strong growth, while the other 
segments are growing at a slower pace, due to mostly saturated 
markets. 

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Use of Online Mobility Services during 
every day life

▪ Taking the train or bus to visit friends and 
parents

▪ Renting a car to transport groceries or 
furniture

▪ Using a ride-hailing car after a night at the 
bar

▪ Using a rental bike for a city trip or 
excursion

Overview: usage of online mobility services

Use of Online Mobility Services at different points of a holiday

Note: all services need to be booked or ordered online to be included into the Online Mobility Services segment
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Online Mobility Services can be used on different 
occasions, be it holidays or everyday mobility

Airplane, bus or 
train back to 

origin

Airplane, bus or 
train to the 
destination

Taxi to the 
airport, train or 
bus station

Taxi, rental car or 
ride hailing to the 
accommodation

Using a rental 
car for a few 

days

Taxi or ride 
hailing back 
home

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Global1 Online Mobility Services revenue forecast in million US$

Market sizes: global

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook 2: CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate / average growth rate per year
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

The Online Mobility Services segment shows average 
growth rates of around 7.4% per year

23,514
90,484

286,584

39,539

61,583

2018

76,308

24,396

2023

43,069

564,734

26,044

310,847

532,593

2019

25,249

353,848

46,389

386,566
333,517

2020

49,390

103,310
411,219

2021

26,762

52,017

114,425

371,531

495,639

2022

27,391

123,792

54,276

454,621

592,024
+7.6%²

Car RentalsFlights Ride Hailing Trains & Buses

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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United States

Market sizes: regional comparison (1/2)

ChinaEurope2

1: CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate / average growth rate per year 2: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook 
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

China shows the biggest growth in Online Mobility 
Services with a CAGR1 of 11.3%

Revenue forecast in million US$

8,292

10,066

11,101

7,065

15,612

26,315

90,714

2018

106,425

2023

152,132

123,457

+4.3%1

147,616

2018

6,429

6,250
10,439

16,616

78,907

6,846

22,794

107,537

2023

108,202

+6.4%1

42,010

28,176

2,292

2018

4,859

3,387
7,245

62,176

59,027

2023

77,337

131,835
+11.3%1

Ride Hailing Trains & Buses Car RentalsFlights

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Market sizes: regional comparison (2/2)

1: CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate / average growth rate per year 
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

With revenues of US$24 billion, the United Kingdom is 
the biggest market among the EU top 5 in 2018

Revenue forecast in million US$

2018

3,076

2,421

1,027

1,063

17,476

4,695

3,890

21,275

2023

24,000

30,922

5.2%1

503

797

10,361

19,568

1,361

2,974

2018

1,535

3,848

13,387

2023

15,199

+5.2%1

638

1,096
2,554

14,625

10,337

2018

3,273

1,218

1,018

17,230

2023

22,740

+9.2%1

5022 5546
368 497811
525 591

2018

1028

2023

6727
7662

+2.6%1

5488
7430

168

272
1334

1746
470

496
9945

20232018

7460

+5.9%1

Car RentalsFlights Trains & BusesRide Hailing

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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United States

User numbers: regional comparison (1/2)

ChinaEurope1

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook 
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018 

By 2023, most users of Online Mobility Services will 
live in China

Number of users forecast in millions

28.3

2018

71.7

2023

17.2

49.4

77.1
61.3

31.4
17.3

112.1

2023

123.0

100.0

2018

93.7

44.9

22.0

61.4

23.5

2018

16.3

2023

152.1

257.7

19.2

158.6

380.8

179.2

215.2

Ride Hailing Trains & Buses Car RentalsFlights

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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User numbers: regional comparison (2/2)

Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

The United Kingdom shows the strongest demand for 
Online Mobility Services within Europe in 2018

Number of users forecast in millions

2023

14.1

2018

2.9

13.5
12.6

15.4

9.7

17.7

3.0

5.0

3.8

2018 2023

11.4

14.4

4.1

12.6

16.0

4.6

13.7

2018 2023

3.4

10.3

3.5

4.9

15.0
15.7

3.8

2.6

3.7

2018 2023

5.9
6.9

7.3

2.5

4.7

6.7

1.8

8.1

2.3

2018

8.9

2023

8.4

2.4

10.2

2.5

Flights Ride Hailing Car RentalsTrains & Buses

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Average revenue per user: regional comparison (1/2)

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook 
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Out of the three major regions, U.S. users spend most 
on Online Mobility Services

Average revenue per user forecast in US$

United States ChinaEurope1

587

640

250

264

316

429

2018

1,380

2023

1,265

285

291

166

185

143

170

842

960

2018

2023

141

176

31

34

109

163

276

329

2018

2023

Ride Hailing Trains & Buses Car RentalsFlights

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Average revenue per user: regional comparison (2/2)

Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Online Mobility Services prices are going to increase in 
Europe in the future

Average revenue per user forecast in US$

349

353

218

265

248

309
1,378

2023

2018

1,294

329

331

206

240

132

159

911

1,061

2018

2023

319

321

186

209

180

207

2018

1,151

2023

1,008

201

202

160

172

93

112

675

833

2018

2023

214

228

137

152

100

105

731

762

2018

2023

Flights Car RentalsRide Hailing Trains & Buses

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Innovation diffusion curve for 2018

Penetration rates: innovation diffusion

1: Finland
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

The adoption of Online Mobility Services is already 
very high but the market is still growing

Innovators Early adopters Early majority Late majority Laggards

22.9%

37.5%

27.9%

24.2%

25.3%

21.4%

23.1%

50.0% 84.0% 100.0%2.5% 16.0%

43.3%1

The diffusion of innovations graph shows successive groups of consumers adopting Online Mobility Services (the graph above shows the penetration 
rate of selected countries). Innovations in general are not adopted by all individuals at the same time. Instead, they tend to adopt them successively, 
and it is possible to classify customers into adopter categories based on how long it takes them to adopt the innovation. Diffusion is considered to be 
the rate and volume at which innovations spread among their users. An adoption rate of 100% is theoretically possible but not realistic, thus the high 
online share in Finland can be considered close to saturation. Given the already high diffusion rates, Online Mobility Services are likely to grow slower in 
the next years.

Diffusion
(accumulated users)

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Penetration rates: global comparison

1: Share of active customers from the total population
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

The user penetration rate is highest in Finland and 
Sweden, followed by the UK and Norway

Online Mobility Services penetration rate1 in 2018 by country

2.8% 43.3%

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Company profile: Daimler

Availability of Car2go services

Source: Company information

Product: Car2go 

Car2go is a mobility service that offers free-floating, station-independent 
car sharing. Cars can be rented and parked anywhere in a predefined 
area and are accessed via an app, which shows free vehicles, gives 
information concerning size and fuel status, and is able to reserve and 
unlock the car. Once the customer reached his destination, the car can 
be parked anywhere on a public street and the duration of the lease 
ends. According to Car2go, they are the market leader in free-floating car 
sharing with more than 3.3 million customers globally. Recently, Daimler 
purchased the remaining 25% stake held by Europcar, valuing Car2go at 
€280 million. 

Car2go is the market leader in free-floating car 
sharing

Car2go key facts

Daimler’s digital strategy

Connected, Autonomous, Shared Services, and Electric – those are the 
four future fields for Daimler’s development strategy. Daimler has 
recognized that digital services can make the essential difference in 
terms of customer bonding, and thus has many different car and ride 
sharing options in its portfolio. Daimler founded Car2go with BMW AG in 
2008, but is simultaneously invested in myTaxi, an online ride-hailing app 
and moovel – a mobility app combining public transport, Car2go, myTaxi
and trains. Through these investments and the continuous development 
of connected and autonomous vehicles, Daimler is working in many 
different fields regarding the future of mobility. 

Market value:

Fleet size:

User:

Headquarters:

Founded:

Parent company:

€280 million (FY ‘18)

14.000 vehicles

+ 3.3 million (FY ‘18)

Leinfelden-Echterdingen, Germany

2008

Daimler AG



Analysis

Moia faces competition from existing ride-hailing companies such as 
Uber or myTaxi, but its service is quite unique. Its major advantage is 
that it is cheaper than regular taxi rides and more convenient than 
public transport.

The idea of matched ride hailing is not entirely new and will certainly find 
imitators in the near future. However, Moia is backed by automobile 
company VW and has an advantage in data usage and analysis. Also, 
Moia has a first-mover advantage in the ride-pooling market.

One of Moia’s biggest challenges might be further restrictions in data 
protection, like the EU’s GDPR. If Moia continuously adapts to the legal 
framework, they can further improve their product, while still being able 
to use their customers’ data for the matching algorithm.

39

Overview

Moia was founded by the Volkswagen Group in 2016 and is considered 
an addition to existing public transportation and an alternative to private 
car ownership. So far only present in Hamburg and Hannover, Moia
offers ride hailing and ride pooling services in specially designed cars. 
Customers enter their start and end location into an app and are 
matched with other passengers traveling on the same route or in the 
same direction. An algorithm is used to achieve the best match for 
customers and guarantee short travel times and convenient 
transportation. 

The overall goal is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and decrease 
the number of cars on the streets, while still providing a flexible and 
convenient transportation.

Start-up analysis: Moia

Source: mioa.io, crunchbase.com, bloomberg.com, 2025ad.com

Moia’s algorithm turns ride hailing into ride pooling, 
while being cheaper than a taxi

Is the product rare? 

Are there advantages compared to imitations?

Can the product withstand possible constraints?

From our view, Moia has all the essentials for becoming an important 
player when it comes to offering ride pooling. The long-term 
competitive advantage is the combination of the convenience of 
ride hailing with the prices of public transportation.
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The distribution of shared mobility services

Deep dives: shared mobility (1/3)

Note: Width of bars is exemplary, companies are not exhaustive and serve only as examples
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Shared mobility options range from rentals to shared 
ride hailing

Matching of ride hailers

▪ Individuals are matched in real time to 
share rides with others on a similar route

▪ Professional and part-time drivers

▪ Access via smartphone

Flexibility of usage

D
e

g
re

e
 o

f 
sh

a
re

d
 u

sa
g

e

Individual / Less flexible

Shared / Less flexible

Individual / Highly flexible

Shared / Highly flexible

Station-based car rentals

▪ Pickup and return to the same station

▪ Charged by day / hour

Car rentals

Shared ride hailing

One-to-many sharing

▪ Free-floating car sharing – car pickup and 
return anywhere in a predefined area

▪ Charged by minute

▪ Access via smartphone

Professional drivers offer shared rides

▪ Individuals or predefined groups travel 
together

▪ Professional and part-time drivers

▪ Access via smartphone

Car sharing

Ride hailing

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Deep dives: shared mobility (2/3)

Note: applications are not exhaustive and serve only as examples 
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Shared mobility is available regardless of the distance 
that needs to be covered

Short distance (0-5 km)

Long distance (15+ km)

Bike and scooter sharing

Car sharing and car rentals

Medium distance (5-15 km)

Ride hailing

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Selected key players in the Ride Hailing market worldwide

Deep dives: shared mobility (3/3)

Note: applications are not exhaustive and serve only as examples 
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Ride-hailing pioneer Uber is facing increased 
competition from companies worldwide

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Comparison of Didi in China and Uber worldwide

Deep dives: mobility in China

The Chinese mobility market 

The Chinese mobility market is unique due to many factors. A large part 
of the population lives in extremely dense cities and car ownership is 
rare compared to Europe or the U.S. This leads to a great demand for 
mobility services. While car rental is rather uncommon, car sharing and 
ride-hailing services such as Didi have a rapidly growing user base, with 
10% of the Chinese vehicles fleet consisting of shared cars (taxi, rental 
cars, ride hailing). A large amount of mobility services is booked and paid 
for online due to the high internet penetration and a high acceptance of 
online payments within the population. Since the population is still 
growing and the process of urbanization is ongoing, there will be an 
increasing demand throughout the next years. 

1: Didi China: 2012-2017, Uber (worldwide): 2010-2017
Source: Roland Berger, Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Car ownership per country

Didi dominates the Chinese ride-hailing market, but 
the demand for mobility is still growing

15,000

5,000

21

15

400+

632+

Didi China Uber (worldwide)

Rides per day in million (2017)

Number of cities covered

Western Europe:
1 car per 2 people

USA:
1 car per 1.25 people

China:
1 car per 7 people

Total cumulated rides in million (2017)1

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Mobility as a Service (MaaS)

The concept of Mobility as a Service is a shift away from private car 
ownership and wants to combine access to different mobility providers 
by presenting them on a single platform with simple access to all of 
them. It combines public transportation, taxi, car and ride sharing as well 
as bike sharing to a seamless journey. The user enters a start location 
and destination into the app, which then presents different options on 
how to travel. Depending on personal preferences, the user chooses the 
preferred travel mode and books the services online. All the combined 
services can then be used on the go, without further reservation or 
needing to be a member of different mobility service providers. 

The user pays either for each of the services separately or with a fixed 
monthly plan. Mobility as a Service simplifies traveling by making the 
various mobility offers more clear and easy to access, thus increasing the 
convenience of traveling with public transport, buses, trains or shared 
cars, instead of using and owning a private car.

Mobility as a Service apps can also assess the users’ mobility behavior 
and, based on this, present the most suitable transport solution. By 
analyzing the data of current users and their mobility choices, previously 
underserved areas can be recognized and integrated into the transport 
system, while at the same time frequently used routes can be avoided or 
improved. With the travel patterns and dynamics understood, MaaS can 
offer improved services and serve the customers’ demands in a more 
individualized way.

Deep dives: Mobility as a Service

Source: MaaS Alliance, Whim, ubigo.se, Finish Ministry of Transport and Communications

Mobility as a Service integrates various forms of 
transport into a single mobility service

MaaS
Membership

Bike 
sharing

Ride 
hailing

Car 
rentals

Bus

Train

Ride 
sharing

Car 
sharing



ONLINE 
TRAVEL 
BOOKING
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The Online Travel Booking segment includes 

Package Holiday, Hotels and Vacation Rentals 

as categories. These services help save time 

and they offer convenience as well as an easy 

and quick comparison of prices.

In this chapter, the current market size and 

development of Online Travel Bookings will be 

discussed. Moreover, the Priceline Group will 

be presented.
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Overview: market scope

Market focus on Online Travel Bookings

Package Holiday

• Travel deals booked via online travel 
agencies (e.g. Expedia) or directly from a 
tour operator

• Usually contains travel and accommodation

• Prerequisite is an online checkout process

Hotels

• Hotels and professionally-run guest houses

• Booked directly via the provider’s website, 
through a tour operator or an online travel 
agency (OTA)

• Prerequisite is an online checkout process

Vacation Rentals

• Private holiday homes and houses, e.g. 
HomeAway

• Short-term rental of private rooms or flats 
via portals such as Airbnb

• Prerequisite is an online checkout process

Hotel

Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Overview: customer journey

Online Travel Bookings can happen via different 
channels, important is the online checkout

The payment methods can range from 
direct online payment via credit card 

and PayPal (e.g. hotel rooms) to offline 
payments after using the service (e.g. 

vacation rental). 

Depending on the platform and 
service used, the customer can 

check out via a guest account or a 
personal account. The checkout 

finalizes the booking of an 
accommodation or travel service.

Customers can choose between 
different booking channels. They 

can use the website of the 
preferred travel provider (e.g. 

Airbnb, Radisson Hotels). But they 
can also choose Online Travel 

Agencies (OTAs), which aggregate 
the offers of different travel 

providers, or metasearch engines, 
which aggregate offers from OTAs

SERVICES TRAVELCHECKOUT

Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

OFFLINE PAYMENT

ONLINE PAYMENT

Depending on their preferences 
and needs, customers can choose 

between different services, e.g. 
hotel rooms, package holidays or 

specific requests, like prices, house 
features or departure times.

COMPANY WEBSITE

ONLINE TRAVEL AGENCY

METASEARCH

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Customer benefit

The main reason for using Online Travel Booking services is probably 
that it is convenient and time-saving. There is no need for customers to 
spend time on finding and going to a travel agency’s office. They can 
book their trip online at any time and from anywhere regardless of 
opening hours and get a confirmation instantly. 

In addition, online travel agencies offer a wide range of deals. They 
provide customers with almost unlimited travel options (e.g. package 
holidays, vacation rentals) to countless destinations, whereas offline 
travel agencies are more limited in their offers and services.

Another advantage of Online Travel Booking services is the possibility of 
making more informed choices. Online Travel Booking portals provide 
more content (e.g. videos and experience reports) compared to offline 
travel agencies. In addition, users can compare pictures from a hotel 
website with genuine pictures taken by other customers and, based on 
this, users can make well-informed decisions. 

Furthermore, a quick and easy comparison of prices regarding package 
holidays, hotels, and vacation rentals can be made. Users can check 
prices for specific dates and book their holidays accordingly (e.g. in the 
off-season).

Overview: customer benefit and market development

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

The Online Travel Booking market is growing thanks to 
increased internet and smartphone penetration

Market size and future development

The Online Travel Booking market is divided into three service 
categories: Package Holiday, Hotels, and Vacation Rentals. While travel 
websites are well established, travel booking apps are only on the rise. 
They offer more flexibility and direct access, which are major advantages 
when it comes to last-minute bookings. Travel apps enable users to 
quickly find a hotel on the go for the following night. However, some 
users view the collection of their data with suspicion and are afraid that 
third parties might misuse their data. This is particularly relevant when it 
comes to credit card details that need to be entered when booking 
online as it hampers the growth of Online Travel Bookings.

The global revenue of the Online Travel Booking segment amounts to 
US$345.6 billion in 2018. Most of the revenue is generated by the 
Package Holiday category with a share of about 45%. This is caused by 
the high average revenue per user within the Package Holiday segment.

When comparing figures globally, it can be noted that most of the 
revenue is generated in the United States (US$93.7 billion in 2018). The 
United States is followed by Europe1, which had a slightly smaller 
revenue of US$92.3 billion in 2018. Revenues in China are the smallest 
in this comparison with US$79.3 billion in 2018. Within Europe, the 
United Kingdom is the leading country with revenues of US$18.3 billion 
in 2018.

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Assumptions 

Our forecasts include the service categories Package Holidays, Hotels, 
and Vacation Rentals. Online Mobility Services such as Flights and Trains 
are subjects of a separate report. 

While the European and American market are mostly saturated and 
growing only slowly, there is still untapped potential in the Latin 
American and Asian markets. With growing internet and smartphone 
penetration in these regions, the Online Travel Booking market will see 
substantial growth in the next years. 

Our forecasts expect customers to switch progressively from direct 
booking of hotels and vacation rentals to indirect booking via online 
travel agencies (OTA). They offer price comparisons and other features 
and we assume that more customers will want to benefit from these 
advantages. 

Negative impacts on the Online Travel Booking market can come from 
legal restrictions or political decisions, such as the ‘Brexit’. The ‘Brexit’ 
might have a significant influence on the tourism industry in the UK. 
However, as the UK is likely to remain a member of the EU until 2019, 
changes might not come into effect until then. As negotiations have not 
been concluded yet, it is not clear if ‘borderless’ travel will also be 
possible in the future. Additionally, terrorist attacks can significantly 
influence the travel behavior of consumers and the appeal of certain 
destinations. However, these uncertain and unforeseeable events 
cannot be incorporated into the model

Overview: assumptions and trends

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

China will surpass the U.S. market for Online Travel 
Booking by 2023 and be the largest worldwide

Trends

The U.S. is the biggest market for Online Travel Bookings in 2018, but 
there is only a small difference between the U.S. market and the 
European market in total volume. The U.S. market will grow steadily, 
mostly in the Hotels and Vacation Rentals segments. Due to the 
demographic and economic structure, the market is closer to saturation 
and is thus growing at a slower pace than in developing regions, such as 
China or South East Asia.

China will be the largest market for Online Travel Bookings in 2023 and 
all segments will show significant growth. With a growing interest in 
travel in general and international travel in particular, a growing middle 
class as well as a high internet penetration and acceptance of online 
payments, Online Travel Booking is poised to grow during the next years. 
For Chinese customers, Package Holidays and Hotels are of special 
interest, while Vacation Rentals are less prominent.

The European1 Online Travel Booking market will also show steady 
growth during the next years and will surpass the U.S. market in size by 
2023. The growth in the European market is mostly due to increased 
online booking in smaller countries, since the EU 5 are rather saturated 
markets and show stable growth. 

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Global1 Online Travel Booking revenue forecast in million US$

Market sizes: global

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook 2: CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate / average growth rate per year
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

The Online Travel Booking segment shows average 
growth rates of around 6.4% per year

2019

47,268

194,364
156,286

142,013

2018

51,323

154,816

169,624

55,141

193,851

182,563

2020

58,713

177,719

2021

62,051

186,695

166,938

2023

204,607

2022

65,180

213,206

345,567

375,763

404,643
430,796

453,353
472,237

+6.4%²

Package Holiday Hotels Vacation Rentals

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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United States

Market sizes: regional comparison (1/2)

ChinaEurope2

1: CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate / average growth rate per year; 2: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook 
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

China shows the biggest growth in Online Travel 
Booking with a CAGR1 of over 10%

Revenue forecast in million US$

13,053

43,987

41,95436,639

18,517

54,002

93,679

114,473

2018 2023

+4.1%1

33,964

16,511

41,825
51,522

21,016

45,770

92,300

118,308

2018 2023

+5.1%1

7,483

33,010

38,784

12,423

48,654

67,983

79,278

129,059

2018 2023

+10.2%1

Package Holiday Hotels Vacation Rentals

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Market sizes: regional comparison (2/2)

1: CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate / average growth rate per year 
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

With revenues of US$18.3 billion, the United Kingdom 
is the biggest market among the EU top 5 in 2018

Revenue forecast in million US$

2018

9,699

3,042

2,364

2023

12,362

6,238

7,290

22,694

18,301

4.4%1

3,085

2023

5,463

6,198

8,671

2018

10,159

3,88817,219

20,245

+3.3%1

3,533

2018

2,851

4,379

2023

3,809 4,326

5,290

11,039

13,148

+3.6%1

2542 3275

2155
3080

1477

1548

20232018

6174

7903

+5.1%1

2164 2499

2890
3740

1349
1694

2018 2023

6403

7933

+4.4%1

Package Holiday Vacation RentalsHotels

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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United States

User numbers: regional comparison (1/2)

ChinaEurope1

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook 
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018 

By 2023, most users of Online Travel Booking will live 
in China

Number of users forecast in millions

2023

84.2

2018

38.4
29.8

20.0 21.5

99.6

20232018

57.3

116.6

34.7 38.1

144.2

66.4

20232018

68.5

102.9

175.2

77.3

92.2

239.1

Package Holiday Hotels Vacation Rentals

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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User numbers: regional comparison (2/2)

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook 
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

The United Kingdom will have the strongest demand 
for Online Travel Booking within Europe1 by 2023

Number of users forecast in millions

2018

17.5

8.2

2023

7.2
6.7

8.0

19.9

5.9

17.5

20232018

6.3

15.7

8.0
9.1

15.4

2018 2023

9.9

2.4

13.4

8.6

2.5

2018

9.6

2.0

2023

4.2

2.1

11.8

4.8

2018

14.5

2.2

5.45.2

2023

10.8

2.4

Vacation RentalsPackage Holiday Hotels

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Average revenue per user: regional comparison (1/2)

1: Only includes countries listed in the Digital Market Outlook 
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Out of the three major regions, U.S. users spend most 
on Package Holidays

Average revenue per user forecast in US$

United States ChinaEurope1

438

482

522

542

2018

2023

1,835

1,953

288

317

291

3172023

2018

1,206

1,353

97

121

188

204

566

737

2018

2023

Package Holiday Hotels Vacation Rentals

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Average revenue per user: regional comparison (2/2)

Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Online Travel Booking prices are going to increase in 
Europe in the future

Average revenue per user forecast in US$

355

370

356

366

1,547

2018

1,348

2023

387

428

348

355

2018

2023

1,464

1,603

332

356

327

343

1,709

2018

2023

1,592

284

288

199

212

2018

2023

1,356

1,154

318

352

300

316

1,065

2018

2023

1,191

Package Holiday Hotels Vacation Rentals

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Innovation diffusion curve for 2018

Penetration rates: innovation diffusion

1: Sweden
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

The adoption of Online Travel Booking is already very 
high, but the market is still growing

Innovators Early adopters Early majority Late majority Laggards

15.5%

29.5%

28.6%

26.3%

26.1%

23.6%

21.5%

50.0% 84.0% 100.0%2.5% 16.0%

37.5%1

The diffusion of innovations graph shows successive groups of consumers adopting Online Travel Booking (the graph above shows the penetration rate 
of selected countries). Innovations in general are not adopted by all individuals at the same time. Instead, they tend to adopt them successively, and it is 
possible to classify customers into adopter categories based on how long it takes them to adopt the innovation. Diffusion is considered to be the rate 
and volume at which innovations spread among their users. An adoption rate of 100% is theoretically possible but not realistic, thus the high online 
share in Sweden can be considered close to saturation. Given the already high diffusion rates, Online Travel Bookings are likely to grow slower in the 
next years.

Diffusion
(accumulated users)

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Penetration rates: global comparison

1: Share of active customers from the total population
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

The user penetration rate is highest in Sweden and 
Finland, followed by Norway and Austria

Online Travel Booking penetration rate1 in 2018 by country

1.9% 37.5%

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Company profile: Booking Holdings 

Global Presence

Source: Company information

Product: Platforms for travel services

Booking Holdings (previously known as Priceline Group) is the world 
leader in online travel and related services provided for customers and 
partners in over 224 countries by several primary brands: Booking, 
Priceline, Kayak, Agoda, Momondo, Cheapflights, Rentalcars and 
OpenTable. Booking Holdings continuously develops new and innovative 
features to maintain its position as an important player within the online 
travel industry. One example is the brand booking.com, which is testing 
a new service that uses AI and machine learning to present personalized 
recommendations of local events and attractions to travelers. 

The Booking Holdings generated global gross 
bookings of over US$81.2 billion in 2017

Booking Holdings key facts

Booking Holding’s digital strategy

Booking Holding is invested in many different aspects of online travel 
booking. Their portfolio includes several travel fare aggregators and 
travel meta searches, each targeting different customer groups. The 
websites are available in around 200 countries and 40 languages. 
Through their websites, customers of all backgrounds are able to book 
every part of their holidays, from a rental car, to flights, the hotel room 
and even the table at a restaurant. 

Revenue:

Active countries:

Gross bookings:

Employees:

Headquarters:

Founded:

US$12.68 billion (FY’17)

>220 (FY’17)

US$81.2 billion (FY ‘17)

22,900 (FY ‘17)

Norwalk, Connecticut, U.S.

1997



Analysis

While there are other providers of luxury travels, Secret Escapes offers a 
pre-selection of cheap but high-end deals that are available only to 
members. This service and the guaranteed low price are valuable 
features of the company.

The business model of Secret Escape is rather easy to imitate but 
requires industry insights and good connections to luxury resorts or 
hotels to gain access to vacant rooms at low prices. The membership 
creates a sense of exclusivity that fits into the image of luxury travel.

The market for travel in general and for luxury trips specifically is 
growing strongly, thus providing an excellent market outlook for Secret 
Escapes. As the company is already expanding into other countries by 
acquiring existing competitors, it is broadening its user base.
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Overview

Secret Escapes is a British travel company that offers heavily discounted 
luxury trips exclusively to its members via website and mobile app. It 
was founded in 2010 and is now available in 21 countries. It 
accommodates the demand for luxury travel and meets it with selected 
deals at discounted prices (up to 70% less) in small allotments. Hotels 
offer their spare rooms, to avoid vacancy, and are willing to reduce the 
prices accordingly. The trips are handpicked and usually at least 30-40% 
cheaper than competing offers. They can be booked at the last minute 
or longer in advance, depending on the availability of the offer. 

Overall, the company raised US$150 million since its launch, and so far 
the company has over 50 million members, 20 million of which are in the 
UK. The company stated that it will achieve significant full year group 
profitability in 2018.

Start-up analysis: Secret Escapes

Source: secretescapes.de, phocuswire, crunchbase, telegraph.co.uk

Secret Escapes makes luxury travel available to 
common travelers by offering extremely cheap prices

Is the product rare? 

Are there advantages compared to imitations?

Can the product withstand possible constraints?

From our view, Secret Escapes was able to recognize a gap in the 
market for luxury travels and is able to monetize it. The long-term 
competitive advantage is thereby mainly founded in the already 
growing number of users and the growing interest in luxury travels in 
industrialized as well as developing countries. 

~

~
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How social media helps Online Travel Booking

It is long known that word of mouth is more effective than any 
advertising campaign, but to what extent does visibility increase when it 
comes to social media posts? Most people have a distrust for 
conventional advertisements and consider recommendations of their 
peers as more reliable. Brands are increasingly using social media to 
attract and engage with customers because social media allows to avoid 
the problems of advertising while at the same time providing a platform 
for visual story telling and allowing brands to create awareness for their 
products. But being present on social media has another advantage: 
since brands are able to react quickly to questions or criticism, they are 
able to communicate faster and more directly with customers, which 
leads to a better customer service. 

74% of travelers already use social media while being on vacation and 
40% of British millennials consider the ‘instagramability’ of a location 
when planning a trip. At the same time, half of the travelers are inspired 
by their friends’ Facebook photos for future travel plans. 

While it used to be common to send postcards to friends and family, the 
younger generations are sharing pictures on social media instead. 
Among travelers, 60% say they share photos while traveling, rising to 
97% when considering only millennials. After the trip, many travelers 
write reviews of their accommodation, activities or restaurants in order 
to share their experiences with others, thus creating new inspiration and 
content for other travelers.

Deep dives: social media in traveling (1/3)

The negative sides of social media

Social media sites are becoming a virtual bucket list of places that can be 
visited and that provide the landscape for great pictures. Being present 
on social media can help to attract tourists to certain locations, and 
tourism usually helps local economies, which is why many regions are 
eager to engage on social media. However, there can be too much of a 
good thing - in this case it is ‘overtourism’. This happens when certain 
regions or just small spots become famous on social media and attract 
more visitors than can be handled by the local authorities or the 
environment. 

Additionally, travel has become more affordable and due to the growing 
internet and smartphone penetration, more people have access to 
inspiration and resources to travel. Many of these new travelers are 
visiting the same handful of destinations, creating massive issues with 
overcrowding. Some people choose their travel destinations based on 
what is currently ‘cool’ or trending, while others are actively seeking for 
untouched places, which are then made famous on social media.

Source: MDG Advertising,unsplash.com, 

Peer-to-peer content such as social media is better 
than advertising campaigns
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U.S. millennial travelers: influential travel media 
channels 2018

Deep dives: social media in traveling (2/3)

Top 5 marketing approaches used by travel agents to 
attract new clients in the U.S. 2017 

Source: Resonance Consultancy, Travel Weekly

Travel agents consider social media almost as 
important as e-mails for approaching new clients

23%

74%

Social media

E-mail

Agent’s website 56%

Newsletter

Charity /
community events

68%

24%

Professional 
printed 

guidebook 
reviews

Online peer 
reviews and 

ratings

16%

Social media 
postings by 

friends / family

Magazine / 
newspaper 

articles

13%

11% 11%
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Usage of social media throughout a holiday

Deep dives: social media in traveling (3/3)

Note: applications are not exhaustive and serve only as examples
Source: Statista Digital Market Outlook 2018

Social media channels are used in many instances 
throughout the trip, both for research and sharing

Research and 
inspiration 
Find inspiration 
on social media 
e.g. through 
your peers’ 
holiday pictures

Back homeOn holidayAt home

Booking rooms 
and transport
Based on online 
reviews, the 
recommendation 
of peers, and 
blog posts

Booking tours
Find the best 
tours and 
activity 
providers via  
rating and 
review apps

Eating out
Find restaurants 
and bars based 
on a friend’s 
recommendation 
or review apps

Posting 
pictures of 
activities
Sharing of 
pictures, videos 
or stories on 
social media 

Writing 
reviews for 
restaurants 
and bars
Creating new 
peer-to-peer 
content by 
recommending 
and rating 
localities

Review the 
holiday online
Writing of 
reviews on web 
portals, OTA 
websites, review 
websites, or 
blogs

Posting throw-
back pictures
Months after 
the trip: 
posting 
pictures on 
social media to 
remember the 
experience

https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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Detailed consumer information is one key 

factor for describing market developments 

precisely. In this appendix, we give detailed 

information on three different user 

characteristics: the age, income, and gender 

distribution of users. The data is based on 

Statista's Global Consumer Survey. 

Furthermore, we provide an overview of the 

market structure presented in this report.



65 Source: Statista Global Consumer Survey, as of November 2018

Online Mobility Services user demographics U.S.

Users by incomeUsers by gender

20.4%
Low income

36.0%
Medium income

High income

43.6%

55-64 years18-24 years

34.9%

16.4%

25-34 years 35-44 years

24.0%

15.2%

45-54 years

9.6%

Male55.9%

44.1%

Female

Users by age

https://www.statista.com/customercloud/global-consumer-survey
http://www.statista.com/global-consumer-survey
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Online Mobility Services user demographics China

Users by incomeUsers by gender

31.0%

27.6%

High income

Medium income

Low income 41.3%

55-64 years35-44 years18-24 years 25-34 years 45-54 years

18.6%

35.0%

24.9%

16.9%

4.7%

Users by age49.5% Male50.5%

Female

https://www.statista.com/customercloud/global-consumer-survey
http://www.statista.com/global-consumer-survey
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Online Mobility Services user demographics UK

Users by incomeUsers by gender

21.7%
Low income

High income
34.5%

Medium income

43.8%

25-34 years18-24 years 45-54 years35-44 years

29.1%

20.0%

55-64 years

22.4%

14.3% 14.2%
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46.5%
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https://www.statista.com/customercloud/global-consumer-survey
http://www.statista.com/global-consumer-survey
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68 Source: Statista Global Consumer Survey, as of November 2018

Online Mobility Services user demographics Germany

Users by incomeUsers by gender

26.9%

High income

Medium income

Low income
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40.7%
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18-24 years

12.8%

25-34 years 35-44 years 55-64 years45-54 years
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Users by age

https://www.statista.com/customercloud/global-consumer-survey
http://www.statista.com/global-consumer-survey
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Female

49.3%
Male

Online Mobility Services user demographics France

Users by incomeUsers by gender

Low income
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https://www.statista.com/customercloud/global-consumer-survey
http://www.statista.com/global-consumer-survey
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49.0%
51.0% Male

70 Source: Statista Global Consumer Survey, as of November 2018

Online Mobility Services user demographics Spain

Users by incomeUsers by gender
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25-34 years18-24 years 35-44 years 55-64 years45-54 years
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https://www.statista.com/customercloud/global-consumer-survey
http://www.statista.com/global-consumer-survey
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71 Source: Statista Global Consumer Survey, as of November 2018

Online Mobility Services user demographics Italy

Users by incomeUsers by gender
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http://www.statista.com/global-consumer-survey
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Online Travel Bookings user demographics U.S.

Users by incomeUsers by gender
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Online Travel Bookings user demographics China

Users by incomeUsers by gender
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Online Travel Bookings user demographics UK

Users by incomeUsers by gender
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75 Source: Statista Global Consumer Survey, as of November 2018

Online Travel Bookings user demographics Germany

Users by incomeUsers by gender
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Online Travel Bookings user demographics France
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77 Source: Statista Global Consumer Survey, as of November 2018

Online Travel Bookings user demographics Spain

Users by incomeUsers by gender
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78 Source: Statista Global Consumer Survey, as of November 2018

Online Travel Bookings user demographics Italy

Users by incomeUsers by gender
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http://www.statista.com/global-consumer-survey
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Segment                         Sub-segments Out of scope

The eTravel market comprises two segments: Online 
Travel Booking and Online Mobility Services

Online Mobility 
Services

Travel deals booked on the internet via online travel agencies 

(OTAs), e.g. Opodo, Expedia or directly from a tour operator (e.g. 

TUI). They normally contain travel and accommodation.

Flights

Offline and telephone 

bookings / reservations

Price comparison and 

recommendation websites 

without a checkout process

Taxi rides booked offline (e.g. 

by telephone)

Carpooling (e.g. BlaBlaCar) 

Car sharing (e.g. car2go)

Hotels and professionally-run guest houses booked online directly 

via the provider’s website, through a tour operator or an online 

travel agency (OTA), e.g. Hotels.com, Booking.com.

Car Rentals

Trains & Buses

Ride Hailing

Private accommodation arranged and booked online, e.g. private 

holiday homes and houses (HomeAway), as well as short-term 

rental of private rooms or flats via portals such as Airbnb.

Tickets for long-distance travel or cross-regional travel by train or 

bus (e.g. Eurolines, National Express).

Online Travel 
Booking

Package Holiday

Hotels

Vacation Rentals

Air travel booked on the internet, independent of whether the flight 

is booked directly from an airline’s website or through an online 

travel agency (OTA).

Vehicle rentals for private use that are booked via the internet or 

an app (e.g. SIXT).

Platforms and apps that match passengers and drivers. This 

includes companies that offer rides in private vehicles (e.g. Uber) 

and taxi companies that let users book rides through apps (e.g. 

myTaxi).



The answers to these and many more questions can be found in the Statista
Digital Market Outlook. It provides forecasts, detailed market insights, and key
indicators for the digital economy.

What is the size of the eCommerce fashion market in Spain?
How many connected cars are already on the road in China?

The Digital Market Outlook presents up-to-date figures on markets of the
digital economy. The comparable key figures are based on extensive analyses
of relevant indicators from the areas of society, economy, and technology.

Direct access & downloads, fully integrated into the Statista database

Market insights, forecasts, and key performance indicators

Outlook reports with segment-specific topics (top companies, 
trends, deep dives)

Nine digital verticals: eCommerce, Smart Home, eTravel, Digital 
Media, eServices, FinTech, Digital Advertising, Connected Car, eHealth

90+
markets

50+
countries

7
years (2017-2023)

30,000+
interactive statistics

Find out more on www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets

About the Statista Digital Market Outlook

https://www.statista.com/outlook/359/etravel
https://www.statista.com/outlook/200/digital-media
https://www.statista.com/outlook/312/ehealth
https://www.statista.com/outlook/320/connected-car
https://www.statista.com/outlook/279/smart-home
https://www.statista.com/outlook/243/ecommerce
https://www.statista.com/outlook/216/digital-advertising
https://www.statista.com/outlook/295/fintech
https://www.statista.com/outlook/261/eservices
https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
https://www.statista.com/outlook/digital-markets
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The Statista Global Consumer Survey offers a global perspective 
on consumption and media usage, covering the offline and online 
world of the consumer. It is designed to help marketers, planners 
and product managers understand consumer behavior and 
consumer interactions with brands.

▪ Customized Target Groups

▪ Do-it-yourself Analyses

▪ Content Specials

Find out more on www.statista.com/customercloud/global-consumer-survey

50+
topics & industries

28
countries

1,400+
int. brands

120,000+
consumers

About the Statista Global Consumer Survey

Finance

Marketing & 
Social Media

eCommerce &
Retail

Internet & Devices

Digital Media

Mobility

Health

Smart Home

Travel

eServices

Characteristics & 
Demographics

Additional 
Characteristics

http://www.statista-content-design.de/
https://www.statista.com/customercloud/global-consumer-survey
https://www.statista.com/customercloud/global-consumer-survey
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Statista Research & Analysis is a provider of comprehensive services in the 
fields of market intelligence. Building upon our experience as one of the 
world's leading statistics portals, our analyst team can support you in the 
collection and evaluation of market, client and competitive information –
tailored to your individual needs. Our team consists of former top-tier 
management consultants, accomplished market researchers, and business 
analysts.

About Statista Research & Analysis

Consumer surveys and expert interviews

Market and competitive intelligence

Market sizing and forecasts

Find out more on www.statista-research.com

CONTACT US

TEL

E-MAIL

+49 40 282441 805

ra-request@statista.com

Market research – Market Analysis – Data Modeling

http://www.statista-content-design.de/
http://statista-research.com/


http://www.statista-content-design.com/


www.statista.com

Imprint
Statista ▪ Johannes-Brahms-Platz 1 ▪ 20355 Hamburg ▪ +49 40 413 49 89 0 ▪ www.statista.com 

Disclaimer
This study is based on survey and research data from the previously mentioned sources. The forecasts and market analysis presented were researched and prepared 
by Statista with great care. 

For the presented survey data, estimations, and forecasts Statista cannot assume warranty of any kind. Surveys and forecasts contain information not naturally 
representing a reliable basis for decisions in individual cases and may require further interpretation. Therefore, Statista is not liable for any damage arising from the use 
of statistics and data provided in this report.
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